
WCM-118 
Wavecom Digital Soldering Station 

Features 

 More powerful and faster response 

 Ergonomic style 

 Digital Control 

 Large LCD Screen 

 PID power control loop with 
constant temperature set by MCU 
computer for more precision on 
temperature control. 
 

 Heating element malfunction alert 

 Computerised temperature 
calibration can correct the 
difference between the actual and 
display temperature quickly 

 Fully antistatic (ESD) 

 Display temperature in °F or °C 

 Lead free 

The new advanced Wavecom WCM-118 Digital Soldering Station is more powerful than 
conventional stations on the market today, as well as being more reliable.  

This smart looking digital soldering station is very easy to use, is very compact and has a 
low voltage power supply used on the heater.  

This unit is very accurate and stable with a temperature range of 200°C-400°C.  The 
Wavecom  Digital Soldering Station is accurately adjustable to every solder task.  
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New Release 



Specifications 

Input Voltage 240VAC + 10% 50Hz 
110V AC + 10% 60Hz 

Power Consumption 60W(MAX) 

Temp. control range 150°C ~ 450°C  
(302°F ~ 842°F) 

Output Voltage 28VAC 

Temperature stability + 1°C (static) 

Display LCD 

Surrounding temp 40°C (MAX) 

Calibrating method Digital Calibration 

Temperature Range 
for Calibration 50°C~ -50°C  

(122°F ~-58°F) 

Ground impedance <2Ω 

Ground Voltage <2mV 

Locked temperature 7ES 

Heating Element 2 Cores (wavecom) 

Technical Specifications 

Interchangeable Soldering Tips available 
for WCM-118 upon request. 

Optional Accessories 

Order Information 

Wavecom Digital Soldering Station | Part No: WCM-118 
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Lead Free 

Based on the global ambitions for pollution 
prevention (July 2006) the European community 
laws request to  use only lead free tin for soldering.  

 

Faster… 

The heating elements in the WCM-118 are designed in 
such a way that the thermal  energy generated by 
the element is passed to the patented low mass bits 
in the thermal conduction. As a result the soldering 
iron has a faster heat up and recovery times than 
other regular soldering stations.  

The effect of this rapid recovery rate is that there is 
very little temperature loss at the tip when making 
high mass or rapid soldering joints. Therefore making 
the WCM-118 suitable for production line 
applications. The Wavecom Lead-free Digital 
Soldering Station meets the current ESD safety 
requirements.  

WCM-118 
14 second 
heating up 
period 

Regular Iron 
45-55 second 
heating up period 


